
Much prying and hoist adjustment moved 

the assembly despite guide rods binding.

Wheel supported by gantry crane

Jim Willmore pictured. 21

Take care not 
to disturb the 
ground shunt!
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Guide rods used to facilitate wheel removal and replacement

Long guide rods caused binding; they were shortened from 16” to 5” OAL  

Threads: 7/8”-14 UNF

Drive: ¾” Hex



23PCC Wheel Construction

322 wheels are 4% larger in diameter 
and the tread is about 40% wider.



24Wheel Spacer Bolt Detail

Spacer bolts fall 

between Grades 5 & 8. 

No torque is specified. 

However, SAE J429 

Grade 5, 1-1/8”-12 UNF 

torque limit for lubricated 

threads is 668 ft-lbs
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Torque Arm function and description
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Severely deformed torque arm, rear truck, pole side. See also slide #3.

This torque arm may be salvageable but it is bent in both planes.
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Broken torque arm, front truck, pole side

A replacement, plasma cut eye section has been ordered for repair.

The track brake support arms and 
the round eye are separate parts, 
poorly welded to the torque arm.
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Salvaged Clark Torque Arms, procured through Bill Wall at Shore Line Trolley Museum 

As-salvaged Cleaned by Brighton Sandblasting, Inc., Blaine, MN



29Torque Arm Sandwiches are used in pairs; see next slide.

The sandwich at left is 
badly corroded and the 
rubber is degraded.
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Torque Arm Sandwich Function and Source



31John Prestholdt, Jim Willmore, Russ Isbrandt, Mark Digre and Miles Anderson (not shown)

Wheel replacement with the aid of the gantry crane was cumbersome
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Replacement torque arm installed, rear truck, pole side (Russ Isbrandt photos)

Forward end; L-bracket (slide 16) discarded Aft end; L-bracket replaced by a simple plate 
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Improved (SEPTA) torque arm (Bill Wall photo)

This steel plate design is more robust but unoriginal. Track brake suspension 
now involves replacement of extension springs with compression springs.



34Mark Digre, John Prestholdt and Russ Isbrandt manipulate the wheel

Wheel re-installation made easier with engine hoist; axle 2, front truck, pole side
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Bars and clamps maintain wheel assembly alignment; Tom Schramm and Mark Digre

Wheel Re-installation, forward truck
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Rolling in the front truck after torque arm repair
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Let’s go! All we need is an anticlimber and paint touch-up.


